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Student Instructions
For this achievement standard you will be required to learn, remember and reproduce TWO dance sequences.  The first sequence will be contemporary, taught to you by your teacher, and the second will be hip hop, taught to you by a guest tutor.  Each sequence will be at least 45 seconds long.

You will learn the sequence with your class-mates but you will be assessed on your individual performance.  Your performance should demonstrate clarity, accuracy and the features of the dance style.

You will spend some time in class learning and rehearsing the sequences.  However you will need to spend extra time out of class to remember the sequences and perfect your performance.

Your overall result for the standard will be a holistic judgment based on all of the evidence in your performances of these sequences.  As a general rule, if you gain two of the same grade, you receive that grade. 

Sequence One: Contemporary
We are spending 2 weeks learning about the principles and technique of contemporary dance.  During this time you will learn a sequence of movement that you will be assessed on.

You will perform the sequence for assessment in the movement studio facing the whiteboard on Friday 25 February, Period 1.  You will perform the sequence in a group of three but you will be assessed on your individual performance.

Task Brief 

Perform the contemporary dance sequence taught to you by your teacher.  Your performance should recall the phrase completely and clearly demonstrate the following principles of contemporary dance:

	Moving through different levels on a range of body bases with ease and flow 

Clear sense of weight, gravity and suspension
Safely bearing weight on body parts other than feet
Using lots of space, big movement and moving from the centre (pelvis)
Deep plie
Extension of the arms, legs and spine
	Clearly directed focus 
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ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE:  First Brief:	Contemporary Dance
Not Achieved
   Achieved
       Merit
     Excellence
Student does not perform for over 30 seconds and/or does not remember the entire sequence
Student performs a sequence of 30 seconds + 
It is remembered and performed as taught by the tutor

Sequence is inaccurately or partially recalled.

Sequence is recalled and reproduced but movement may lack definition or control.
Sequence is reproduced with clarity and a reasonable degree of control

Sequence is recalled and reproduced with clarity, control and accurate attention to detail.

Performance shows little or no sense of weight and suspension. 
Little or no ease, flow or freedom when moving through different levels.  Bears weight on body parts other than feet uncomfortably and in unsafe ways
Performance shows some sense of weight and suspension but is unclear and inconsistent throughout.
Moves through different levels with some ease but flow and freedom unclear.  Safely bears weight on body parts other than feet despite some hesitations.
Performance shows a sense of weight and suspension but is inconsistent throughout.
Movement through different levels is demonstrated with ease, flow and freedom but does so inconsistently throughout performance.  Safely bears weight on body parts other than feet.
Performance shows a clear sense of weight and suspension throughout.
Movement through different levels is demonstrated with ease, flow and freedom.
Bears weight on body parts other than feet in a safe and assured way

Sequence is lacking in clarity or control.


Sequence is performed competently.  There is some use of plie, extension and space.


Sequence is performed with clarity throughout.  Clarity is achieved through frequent use of deep plie, extension and “moving big”.

Sequence is performed with clarity and control in a sustained manner throughout.  Clarity is achieved through consistent use of deep plie, extension and “moving big”.  An assured performance.
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